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Updated lltjp-listings.sty and other fix


[luatex-ja/luatexja.git] / test / test51-vtest.pdf


	2015-12-12	Hironori Kitagawa	Updated lltjp-listings.sty and other fix	blob | commitdiff
	2015-05-25	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-05-13	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-05-12	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-05-11	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-05-09	Hironori Kitagawa	more use of newtokenlib	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-04-19	Hironori Kitagawa	Overwrite 'master' branch with 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-09-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Fix \unhcopy etc. to remove extra dir whatsits.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-08-14	Hironori Kitagawa	ltj-direction.lua: fixed a bug that \inhibitglue\tate... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-07-21	Hironori Kitagawa	Fixed \un{h,v}box; also updated manuals.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-29	Hironori Kitagawa	luatexja-core.sty: \iftdir etc. now works in \hbox... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-12	Hironori Kitagawa	Add buildpage_callback to fix ticket #33939	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-06-10	Hironori Kitagawa	Optimized ltj-pretreat.lua and updated test12-ltjtartic... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-05-18	Hironori Kitagawa	Update the manual, and fix placement of \dtou box in... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-05-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Improved \ltjsetwd etc.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-05-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Changed use of DIR whatsit.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-05-06	Hironori Kitagawa	implement \tfont. (Alignment does not work)	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-05-05	Hironori Kitagawa	Implement \yoko and \tate. (font rotation: not yet)	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
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